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2020 MEDIA INFORMATION
SUBMITTING EDITORIAL & EDITORIAL DEADLINES

What information?
- News of new products or services
- Application stories or site reports
- Comments on the industry and specific markets
- Business news - news of acquisitions, mergers, joint ventures and joint marketing agreements
- News of appointments at your company
- Good quality photographs and diagrams to support stories are essential

Deadlines:
Editorial should be submitted to the editor no later than the 5th of the preceding month

For further details, or to submit material suitable for publication, please contact: Steve Ducker: steve.ducker@khl.com | +44 (0)1892 786210

JAN/FEB
PREVIEW
- Demolition excavators
- Mobile crushing
- Attachments: products

BONUS DISTRIBUTION:
- ConExpo
- NDA Convention

MARCH
SHOW GUIDE
- NEW Explosive, remote controlled and robotic demolition
- Breakers
- Mobile screening

BONUS DISTRIBUTION:
- ConExpo

APRIL/MAY
SHOW GUIDE
- Compact crushing
- Dust control
- NEW Emerging markets

FREE MARKET RESEARCH:
- FREE independent advertising research for half pages or larger

FREE MARKET RESEARCH
How do you measure recall and readership of your advertisements?
Advertise in the April/May issue of Demolition & Recycling International with a half page or greater and we will provide you with an independent, detailed advertising report that not only measures recall and readership but also the awareness, familiarity and perception of your brand.

This independent brand feedback from our loyal readership can help you shape the strategic direction of your brand.
TOPLIST

Our annual global listing of top contractors by turnover gives this issue a year-long shelf life.

We are now offering the opportunity to book a solus third page strip on a DPS within the feature.

Book your strip now to take advantage of prime positioning for your marketing message. All will be sold on a first come, first served basis.

SHOW GUIDE

Excavators

Nuclear, power station & oil rig decommissioning

BONUS DISTRIBUTION:

- Construction contractors
- World Demolition Summit

ANALYSIS

Concrete cutting
Technology

BONUS DISTRIBUTION:

- World Demolition Summit

EDITORIAL PROGRAMME 2020

JUNE/JULY

a

AUG/SEPT

PREVIEW (PART 1)

OCTOBER

PREVIEW (PART 2)

NOV/DEC

REVIEW

BONUS DISTRIBUTION:

- World of Concrete

NEW

Mini excavators

Dust suppression

BONUS DISTRIBUTION:

- World of Concrete

TOPLIST
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Our annual global listing of top contractors by turnover gives this issue a year-long shelf life.

We are now offering the opportunity to book a solus third page strip on a DPS within the feature.

Book your strip now to take advantage of prime positioning for your marketing message. All will be sold on a first come, first served basis.

BONUS DISTRIBUTION:

- Construction contractors
- World Demolition Summit
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